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ABSTRACT
Studying traditional Japanese boro textiles in light of contemporary art, craft and
design has uncovered aesthetic, cultural and sociological connections of interest
to artists and craftspeople working today. This thesis juxtaposes boro textiles and
tradition with interviews and work from current creatives, including an abstract
painter, a conceptual quilter/seamstress, and a fabric sculptor, all currently
practicing and/or exhibiting in Brooklyn and NYC, NY. A textile designer from
Oakland, CA is interviewed about her former practice, and two Japanese textile
collectors from the NYC area are included in the discussion.
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INTRODUCTION
A few years ago, I saw my first piece of boro clothing. Frayed, irregular, and
patched several times, it was stunning, humbling and inspiring.
I also had the opportunity to hear Japanese-American scholar and textile expert
Yoshiko Wada speak at the Textile Arts Council meeting held at the De Young
Museum in San Francisco on the art of boro in 2015. Her lecture explained that
the term boro, like many Japanese words, has multiple meanings and
interpretations. It can describe a specific style of Japanese textile, but at the
same time, a way of life and specific and somewhat difficult time in Japanese
history, among other things. It could express the psychological “feeling” of
something worn down or ragged, and all that that implies.
Cotton was not indigenous to Japan and was very rare until into the twentieth
century. So when a kimono or futon cover started to show wear, women patched
it with a small piece of scrap fabric. Over generations, these patched textiles
would be literally covered with indigo cotton scraps.

Fig. 1 Boro sleeve from a kimono (from the author’s private collection)
For several reasons, most American and English-speaking artists and
craftspeople have a simplified awareness of the Japanese style of textile known
as boro. Most sources translate boro simply as “rag” or “tattered.” However,
Japanese is a complex and subtle language, and much of the nuanced meaning
is lost when translated to English. According to Wada, boro refers to the “state of
objects that have been used, broken, or worn to tatters, then extensively repaired
and sometimes used far beyond their normal expected life cycle.” (Wada, 2004).
At the Textile Arts Council lecture, Wada intimated that both “boro” and
“boroboro” convey much more than most American audiences understand.
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Also lost in translation is the cultural awareness and social history bound up in
the textiles. “These cloths reflect social stratification, agricultural and trading
practices, subsistence economies, and the aesthetic and transformation of a
material.” (Wada, 2004)
In addition to the flattening of the term boro and the absence of its history,
sources on boro available to U.S. artisans concentrate mostly on skill building
and sewing techniques with less emphasis on its values, aesthetics, and social
and cultural milieu. My thesis attempts to bridge this knowledge gap and to
explore not only the aesthetic similarities, but also some of the broader cultural
and social implications that boro has for contemporary art, craft and design with
examples from current artists and practitioners.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
I have been developing and testing my thesis—that the study and understanding
of boro textiles has much to offer contemporary artists, designers and
craftspeople—for over two years, through online and traditional library research,
hands-on experience and through gathering feedback on crowd-based platforms
and social media sites, such as Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest. With this
graduate research grant from the Center for Craft, Creativity and Design, I was
able to add interviews and studio visits in the NYC area and San Francisco Bay
Area to my research repertoire. I am grateful to the Center for their support of my
research.
My website online Instagram profile (@modernboro) shows examples from over
300 practitioners (artists, designers, craftspeople and many other kinds of
creatives) working in diverse media whose work exemplifies the values, ethics,
and tradition I have found in studying boro.
Analyzing and discussing domestic textiles from the past with today’s sensibilities
and viewpoint (in the case of boro textiles, a very difficult past and time in
Japanese history) is complex and fraught with ethical, moral and bi-cultural
issues. In my blog post for the Center on this topic, I explore some of the issues
involved in the ethical appropriation of domestic textiles from the past. I
specifically discuss the ethical and moral bounds for working with domestic
textiles from impoverished cultures, citing traditional boro textiles and another
domestic textile, or ge ba, from China, offering guidelines from contemporary
journalist Derrick Clifton as a possible route to take.
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RELATING TO BORO FROM TODAY’S PERSPECTIVE
In exploring the relevance of boro textiles and values to today’s art, craft and
design, I found many possible connections, from aesthetic to social, political, and
cultural (in the broadest senses of the words). I grouped these connections into
the following themes:
1. Wrecked Beauty, or the Decaying Form
2. Sustainability and Respect for Materials, Labor, and Resources
3. Social Class, History and Memory through Cloth
4. Ethical Appropriation of Domestic Textiles from the Past
5. Repair, Visible Mending and Slow Stitching
6. Elevating the Commonplace or Discarded: The Found Object
7. The Human Touch: Seeing the Hand at Work
8. Use of Indigo and Indigo Dyes in Craft, Art and Design
9. Domestic Work, Women’s Work and Feminism
10. The Unknown Craftsman and the Value of Humility
11. Outsider Art
12. Patchwork, Rectangles and Squares
In this thesis, I explore three themes: 1) Wrecked Beauty, or the Decaying Form;
2) Sustainability and Respect for Materials, Labor, and Resources; and 3) Social
Class, History and Memory through Cloth. These themes are not mutually
exclusive, as shown by the work of the contemporary artists and designers I
reference in this thesis. Their work perfectly illustrates not only the three main
themes I chose to discuss, but many of the other themes, as well.
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